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#What’s NFT ?

⚐ Proof of Ownership

Like car licenses, house titles, patents, 
trademarks, copyrights, franchise rights, tickets, 
goodwill. And can be used according to the scope 
of use.

⚐ The value of digital files

Because of its inability to tamper and copy, it 
realizes the scarcity and ownership of digital files. 
you actually own it all the time.
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#Mindtrix Platform

⚐ Support your favorite podcasters

Helping Podcasters understand their audiences' interests 
and create more content they like. Isn't it far more 
meaningful than buying them a cup of coffee for a creator

⚐ Build and share your collections

You can share the essence of a single episode on social 
platforms, just like sharing a collection of music albums 
for everyone. Doesn't it sound cool?

⚐ Build a better community together

Find friends who like similar podcasts and contribute 
your thoughts to Mindtrix, we will build a better 
community together!
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#Mindtrix Platform

⚐ Focus on the content value.

Develop positive income from content creation and no 
longer have to sell your soul of advertising irrelevant 
content.

⚐ Make the most of Mindtrix for issuing NFTs

Mindtrix provides audio editing, one-click scheduling and 
listing of your NFTs.

⚐ Access to social marketing resources

Since your audience loves your creations, they are willing 
to share the links of your podcast NFTs, which will make 
your content available to more people.
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#Podcast NFT Types

⚐ Essence Audios

It is the audio segment of a single episode of a podcast, 
recording all kinds of best moments that are meaningful 
to you, such as original insights, accurate predictions, 
classic quotes, partner sharing, best stories, and 
inspiration sources.

⚐ Essence Images

An image for a single episode of a podcast can be a 
collection of limited-edition posters, the concept of an 
album, a highlight of a single episode, or a behind the 
scene.
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#Mindtrix Values

⚐ For Creators

For creators, the Smart Contract ensures the efficiency 
and security of transactions and provides a custom 
Intellture Property format for creators. Therefore, it 
authorizes digital files' true value and builds a new 
revenue stream.

⚐ For Collectors

 Flow Blockchain is born for NFT, so it provides a better 
user experience and lower gas fees. Also, Team Mindtrix 
will develop more value-added features to your favorite 
collections.
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